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KK 3 FOLD
Multi grey w. grey



  

There once was a Danish mother, who wished for more comfortable 
settings while interacting with her baby boy during tummy time. 
However, she found that the bed was too soft, the floor was too hard, 
and there was something not quite right about all the surfaces she 
tried. No suitable underlay was pleasant enough to lie on for both her 
and her baby. Finally, she decided to design her own playmat and not 
only did it solve her problem, it also turned out to be a great tool for 
stimulating her son’s motor development and a way of strengthening 
their mutual bond. It became so popular amongst her friends and 
family, that she soon found herself producing duplicates of the design. 

From there, it did not take long before she realised the potential of this 
versatile piece of furniture and that was the beginning of by KlipKlap’s 
multifunctional journey. Today, the original design has developed into 
a full collection of products that are being distributed to children and 
their conscious parents worldwide. 

by KlipKlap’s designs encourage you to being more present. Put away 
digital distractions – and spend more quality time with your children 
by playing, reading or simply relaxing. With by KlipKlap’s designs, you 
are not only investing in beautiful and functional products, you are also 
investing in happiness and treasured memories.  

Created from a philosophy that furniture 
lasts longer when they support a 
multifunctional way of living, we design 
furniture and accessories that adapt
 - to time and to you!

A MULTIFUNCTIONAL FAIRYTALE

THE POWER OF PRESENCE
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KK 3 Fold is the original design behind the entire collection and 
the perfect piece of furniture for the whole family. Use it as a 
playmat, guest bed and everything in between. It allows children to 
romp around and stay active even when they are indoor, thereby 
strengthening their motor development and future learning 
capabilities. The mattress adapts to your needs and will follow your 
children over a lifespan. That is what we call design for generations.
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KK 3 FOLD / KK 3 FOLD XL
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KK 3 FOLD
Multi grey w. grey



KK 3 Fold Sofa has a multifunctional design that not only allows it to 
stand freely in a room with its integrated backrest, but also unlocks 
a variety of different applications. The back support doubles as 
springboard or play table and can be folded up against a wall which 
enlarges the seat depth. Turn the KK 3 Fold Sofa into a lounge sofa 
and you will have a neat support for a book or iPad. Reading on your 
stomach will help you anticipate neck and back pains, often caused by 
bad postures.

KK 3 Fold Sofa folds out to a maximum length of 210 cm and comes 
with two pillows. The XL Soft version of the KK 3 Fold Sofa has an 
extra width of 20 cm and a top layer of memory foam, making it extra 
comfortable for sleepover guests and daytime naps. 
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KK 3 FOLD SOFA / KK 3 FOLD SOFA XL SOFT



KK 3 FOLD SOFA
Blue grey w. grey



KK 3 FOLD SOFA
Blue grey w. grey





KK 3 Fold Single is by KlipKlap’s interpretation of a classic design. 
All our furniture is made of OEKO-TEX® 100 certified cold cure 
foam and textiles, which provides parents with a perfectly clean 
conscience when practicing the essential tummy time with their 
newborns. The three layers of the KK 3 Fold Single effortlessly 
transform into a wide range of forms that encourage to hours of 
play and quality time for the whole family. 
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KK 3 FOLD SINGLE



KK 3 FOLD SINGLE
Multi grey w. grey



KK 4 FOLD
Dark blue w. black



With its four foldable layers, the KK 4 Fold unlocks a wide variety 
of functions. Stack it for instance as a high pouf and allow your 
children to take active part in the kitchen. The design of the KK 
4 Fold is intuitive for children and even though it might be the 
smallest of the foldables, it contains the most applications. Only the 
imagination sets the limit. 
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KK 4 FOLD



KK 4 FOLD
Multi grey w. grey
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Our KK Kids Chairs allow your children to sit ergonomically correct 
in a chair, tailored for their size. KK Kids Chair is recommended for 
children aged 0  - 3 and KK Kids Chair XL for children aged 2  - 6. Your 
children will learn how to seat themselves, use the chair as a baby 
walker and eventually as a prop in their self-invented games. The 
integrated side pocket is perfect for storing books, drawings and 
other treasures.

KK KIDS CHAIR XL
Plum w. plum

KK KIDS CHAIR
Warm grey w. light peach
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KK KIDS CHAIR / KK KIDS CHAIR XL



KK KIDS CHAIR
Deep green w. light green



The KK Kids Sofa is an extension of our popular KK Kids Chair. With 
a foldable bottom layer, it is suitable for even the smallest children 
and is a perfect addition to the children’s room up until they reach 
school age. Folded, the KK Kids Sofa is a 2-seater sofa for children. 
Unfolded and accompanied by a duvet, it creates the perfect nest 
for movie nights and allows parents to sit comfortably alongside 
their children when reading them bedtime stories.
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KK KIDS SOFA



KK KIDS SOFA
Dark blue w. black



KK 4 FOLD
Multi grey w. grey



  

PRODUCT OVERVIEW



KK 3 FOLD / KK 3 FOLD XL

KK 3 FOLD 
Filling:   35 kg OEKO-TEX® 100 certified cold cure foam
Dimensions: Folded as pouf: H: 36 cm W: 50 cm L: 180 cm
  Unfolded as guest bed/play mattress: 
  H: 12 cm W: 150 cm L: 180 cm
UK FR:  Multi grey w. grey, Blue grey w. green, Blue grey w. grey,
  Dark blue w. orange

KK 3 FOLD XL
Filling:   35 kg OEKO-TEX® 100 certified cold cure foam
Dimensions: Folded as pouf: H: 36 cm W: 50 cm L: 200 cm
  Unfolded as guest bed/play mattress: 
  H: 12 cm W: 150 cm L: 200 cm
UK FR:  Multi grey w. grey, Blue grey w. green, Blue grey w. grey,
  Dark blue w. orange

Dark grey (PU) 
w. blue grey

(only KK 3 Fold)

Multi grey 
w. grey

Dark blue 
w. orange

Deep green 
w. light green

Multi grey 
w. orange

Blue grey 
w. grey

Blue grey 
w. green

Dark blue 
w. black
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FOLDING OPTIONS

Sofa

Lounge sofaPlay mattress/
guest bed

Ramp

Stairs Tunnel
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Multi grey 
w. grey

Blue grey 
w. grey

Dark blue 
w. black

KK 3 FOLD SOFA
Filling:   35 kg OEKO-TEX® 100 certified cold cure foam
Dimensions: Folded as sofa: H: 36 cm W: 120 cm L: 70 cm
  Unfolded as guest bed/play mattress:
  H: 12 cm W: 120 cm L: 210 cm
UK FR:  Multi grey w. grey, Blue grey w. grey

KK 3 FOLD SOFA XL SOFT
Filling:   35 kg. OEKO-TEX® 100 certified cold cure foam added 
  3 cm toplayer of soft memory foam
Dimensions:  Folded as sofa: H: 36 cm W: 140 cm L: 70 cm
  Unfolded as guest bed/play mattress: 
  H: 12 cm W: 140 cm L: 210 cm

KK 3 FOLD SOFA / KK 3 FOLD SOFA XL SOFT
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Lounge bed

Ramp

Play mattress/
guest bed

Lounge sofa

Stairs Tunnel

Narrow pouf Sofa w. tall 
back rest

FOLDING OPTIONS
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Dark grey (PU) 
w. blue grey

Multi grey 
w. grey

Dark blue 
w. orange

Deep green 
w. light green

Multi grey 
w. orange

Blue grey 
w. grey

Blue grey 
w. green

Dark blue 
w. black

KK 3 FOLD SINGLE
Filling:   35 kg OEKO-TEX® 100 certified cold cure foam
Dimensions: Folded as pouf: H: 35 cm  W: 65 cm D: 65 cm
  Unfolded as guest bed: H: 12 cm W: 65 cm L: 195 cm
UK FR:  Multi grey w. grey, Blue grey w. green, Blue grey w. grey 
  Dark blue w. orange

KK 3 FOLD SINGLE
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Play mattress/
single guest bed

Lounge chair

Tunnel

Chair

Ramp

Stairs

FOLDING OPTIONS
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Multi grey 
w. grey

Dark blue 
w. orange

Plum 
w. plum

Deep green 
w. light green

Multi grey 
w. orange

Blue grey 
w. grey

Blue grey 
w. green

Dark blue 
w. black

KK 4 FOLD
Filling:   35 kg OEKO-TEX® 100 certified cold cure foam
Dimensions: Folded as pouf: H: 40 cm W: 50 cm D: 50 cm
  Unfolded as play mattress: H: 10 cm W: 100 cm L: 100 cm
UK FR:  Multi grey w. grey, Blue grey w. green, Blue grey w. grey, 
  Dark blue w. orange

KK 4 FOLD
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Dark grey (PU) 
w. blue grey



Sofa

Two chairs/
bus seats

Chair

Tunnel

Low pouf

Stairs

FOLDING OPTIONS
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KK KIDS CHAIR
Filling:   35 kg OEKO-TEX® 100 certified cold cure foam
Dimensions: H: 50 cm W: 43 cm D: 33 cm, seat hight: 15 cm
Age:  0  - 3 years
UK FR:  Multi grey w. grey, Multi grey w. orange, 
  Blue grey w. green, Blue grey w. grey, 
  Dark blue w. black, Dark blue w. orange 

KK KIDS CHAIR XL
Filling:   35 kg OEKO-TEX® 100 certified cold cure foam 
Dimensions: H: 63 cm W: 49 cm D: 42 cm, seat height: 23 cm
Age:  2  - 6 years
UK FR:  Multi grey w. grey, Multi grey w. orange, 
  Blue grey w. green, Blue grey w. grey, 
  Dark blue w. black, Dark blue w. orange

Soft rose 
w. rose

Mustard 
w. mustard

Multi grey 
w. grey

Dark blue 
w. orange

Plum 
w. plum

Deep green 
w. light green

Multi grey 
w. orange

Blue grey 
w. grey

Blue grey 
w. green

Dark blue 
w. black

KK KIDS CHAIR / KK KIDS CHAIR XL
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KK KIDS SOFA
Filling:   35 kg OEKO-TEX® 100 certified cold cure foam
Dimensions: Folded: H: 64 cm W: 100 cm D: 40 cm, seat height: 25 cm
  Unfolded: H: 52 cm W: 100 cm D: 40 cm, 
  seat height: 12 cm
Age:  0  - 6 years 

Multi grey 
w. grey

Mustard 
w. mustard

Blue grey 
w. grey

Dark blue 
w. black

Plum 
w. plum

Soft rose 
w. rose

KK KIDS SOFA
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Multi grey 
w. grey

Blue grey 
w. grey

KK SQUARE 
Filling:   35 kg OEKO-TEX® 100 certified cold cure foam
Dimensions: H: 8 cm  W: 115 cm D: 115 cm

KK SQUARE
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Soft rose 
w. rose



TEXTILE OVERVIEW
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MULTI GREY W. GREY 

Textile: OEKO-TEX® 100 
certified polyester  

Martindale: 120.000 

DEEP GREEN W. 
LIGHT GREEN 

Textile: OEKO-TEX® 100 
certified polyester

Martindale: 120.000 

 

PLUM W. PLUM 

Textile: OEKO-TEX® 100 
certified polyester       

Martindale: >50.000 
 

MULTI GREY W. ORANGE 

Textile: OEKO-TEX® 100 
certified polyester     

Martindale: 120.000 

DARK BLUE W. BLACK 

Textile: OEKO-TEX® 100 
certified polyester       

Martindale: 120.000

SOFT ROSE W. ROSE 

Textile: OEKO-TEX® 100 
certified polyester      

Martindale: >50.000 

BLUE GREY W. GREY 

Textile: OEKO-TEX® 100 
certified polyester

Martindale: 120.000 

DARK BLUE W. ORANGE 

Textile: OEKO-TEX® 100 
certified polyester      

Martindale: 120.000 
 

MUSTARD W. MUSTARD 

Textile: OEKO-TEX® 100 
certified polyester       

Martindale: >50.000 

BLUE GREY W. GREEN 

Textile: OEKO-TEX® 100 
certified polyester     

Martindale: 120.000 

DARK GREY (PU) W. 
BLUE GREY 

Textile: surface: 100 % 
Polyurethan, base fabric: 

70 % polyester, 30 % cotton       
Martindale: >100.000 



HEADQUATERS AND SHOWROOM 
Gåseagervej 14          

DK-8250 Egå

T: +45 6196 1000 
info@byklipklap.dk

www.byklipklap.com


